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Straddling two World Wars and the Great Depression, 
ushering in the Jazz Age and the era of the automobile 
and skyscraper, fomenting in the great cities of Europe and 
America and shaping everything from the Golden Gate 
Bridge to the humble desk lamp, the story of Art Deco is the 
story of our modern world.   

Art Deco was the most deliberately elaborate of 20th-century 
decorative styles. In its purest forms, it developed from a 
characteristically French image of luxury and refi nement, 
often expressed in the 1920s in the use of exotic and 
unusual materials. Later, modernist European and American 
designers incorporated metal and plastic in styles described 
as ‘Streamline Moderne’, but which are now called  ‘Deco’. 
Although Paris was the spiritual home of the movement, Art 
Deco was a truly global style, with designers from every 
country in Europe and the Americas inspired by a vast 
international catalogue of artistic and craft traditions, ranging 
from ancient Egypt and the classical Mediterranean to the 
colonial outposts of Asia and Africa. 

In the most comprehensive account of the decorative 
arts of the Art Deco period ever assembled, Alastair Duncan 
celebrates the rich variety of form and diverse international 
roots that have made it a perennial favourite of collectors 
and a constant source of inspiration for designers. The guide 
begins with a series of essays on the major media of the Art 
Deco period: Furniture and Interior Decoration; Sculpture; 
Paintings, Graphics, Posters and Bookbinding; Glass; 
Ceramics; Lighting; Textiles; Silver, Metal, Lacquer and 
Enamel; and Jewelry, each followed by lavishly illustrated in-
depth biographies of the major designers and artists working 
in the medium. The second half of the book is an authoritative 
illustrated A–Z listing of all signifi cant designers in the Art 
Deco style, comprising over four hundred entries.

Sumptuously illustrated and written by one of the world’s 
leading experts, Art Deco Complete will be the defi nitive 
work on the subject for many years to come.

With over 1,000 illustrations in colour and black-and-white

On the jacket:

Based on a binding for L’Ombre des jours (Anna de Noailles), 
Georges Levitsky, 1938.

 Alastair Duncan was for many years an offi cer 
and consultant of Christie’s, New York, and is now an 
independent consultant on the decorative arts of the 19th 
and 20th centuries. He is the author of many books on the Art 
Deco period, including Art Nouveau and Art Deco Lighting, 
Art Deco Furniture, American Art Deco and Art Nouveau and 
Art Deco Bookbinding (all published by Thames & Hudson).
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The paintings of the inter-war years are difficult, if not impossible, 

to define in an Art Deco context. Most artists of the period employed 

a range of avant-garde techniques to solve traditional problems of 

design and composition. Almost every Modernist artist, for example,

employed Cubist-inspired forms of abstraction and the bright colours 

of the Fauves. Artists whose work falls beyond the scope of this 

book, such as Fernand Léger, Henri Matisse, Maurice de Vlaminck and 

Kees van Dongen, at times incorporated Art Deco motifs in their works 

on canvas and paper.

These factors blur the boundaries between painters who qualify 

as Art Deco artists and those who do not. There are, however, two main

criteria by which individual painters can be judged to fall within the 

Art Deco movement. First, most Art Deco artists were not in the vanguard

of the painting world; that is to say, they were not themselves innovative

but rather drew on themes introduced by other Modernist artists in the

early years of the century. Second, their works on paper were decorative,

designed to fit into and complement the fashionable ensembles of the

period. They were created to conform to the style of the furnishings of

the room in which they would hang. In this, Cubism, in some bastardized

form or other, became the lingua franca of the era’s decorative artists.

jean dupas is in this way typical of the true Art Deco artist. Many

of his canvases were displayed at the decorative arts Salons rather than

those for paintings alone. They were, in the final analysis, decorative rather

than artistic compositions. (The same interpretation can be applied to

the book illustrations and posters of the period, many of which contained

images found on contemporary ceramics, glassware and sculpture.)

To most devotees, the pinnacle of the Art Deco style in painting 

is represented by tamara de lempicka, who studied in Paris with 

Maurice Denis, a disciple of Cézanne and an ex-founder-member of the

Nabi group, and with André Lhote, a proponent of Cubism. She developed

a highly personal, sometimes icy and enigmatic style in which contrasting

angular images and bright colours predominated. The Cubist influence 

is obvious, as is her use of chiaroscuro to enhance the dramatic impact.

paintings, graphics, posters 
and bookbindingand bookbindingand bookbinding 

edward mcknight kauffer
Winter Sale, lithographic poster, 1919.
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In painting as in sculpture, some artists in the 1920s adopted 

a Modernist style in their portrayal of animals. The premier animalier

painters were Paul *Jouve, Jacques *Nam and André Margat. Unlike their

19th-century predecessors Eugène Delacroix and Théodore Géricault 

and, toward 1900, Alfred Barye and Rosa Bonheur, who depicted animals 

in their natural habitat, the 1920s artists chose to treat their subjects

in isolation, often silhouetted against a white ground. Felines – leopards

and panthers, in particular – snakes and elephants were popular, 

all painted in abrupt and faceted brush strokes to reveal their innate

power and rhythm.

jean-gabriel domergue 
(left) Elegante au Diamant, oil on canvas,

1928.

gustave miklos 
(below)w Tête Cubiste, gouache and ink on

silver paper, 1922, exhibited at the Léonce

Rosenberg Galerie de L’Effort Moderne, Paris,

1923.
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At first the USA lagged behind France in its adoption of metalwork

for interiors. By the late 1920s, however, after the influence of the 1925

Exposition Internationale and the opening of Brandt’s New York office,

Ferrobrandt, metalwork had become immensely popular. A number of

American designers and craftsmen produced a great variety of both

interior and exterior ironwork.

Oscar *Bach was perhaps the only ironworker in the USA

endowed with the technical prowess of the great French ferronniers. Born

in Germany, he emigrated to New York in 1914. He was proficient in many

styles of metalwork and metals, and in the interchange of copper,

aluminium, bronze and chromed-nickel silver to provide colour and

textural contrasts. Bach worked on many of Manhattan’s most

outstanding buildings, including the Chrysler and Empire State Buildings

and Radio City Music Hall.

William Hunt *Diederich, a Hungarian émigré, was a successful

designer in several areas but was especially attracted to metalwork. His

simple, two-dimensional cut-out images of figures and animals seem

snipped out of the iron. Jules *Bouy came from France to the USA as the

manager of Ferrobrandt. He was no doubt strongly influenced by Brandt’s

work, but brought a more forceful interpretation of machine-age angular

design to a wide variety of domestic metalware and wooden furniture for

a moneyed clientele in and around New York City.

Meanwhile, in France, the huge interest in Japanese art, spawned

in the late 19th century, contributed greatly to the resurgence of interest

in lacquer. jean dunand, who developed into the most important artist

to work in the medium, was tutored by a famous Japanese lacquer artisan

Sougawara, which effectively changed his career from that of

metalworker. Dunand was able to develop shades of yellow, green and

coral lacquer that had always eluded Japanese artisans, and to produce

top-quality lacquer at a relatively low cost. To achieve the so far elusive

colour of white, he developed the intensely laborious art of coquille

d’œuf, in which particles of crushed eggshell were inlaid into theff

uppermost layers of the lacquer.
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Dunand applied lacquer to his metalwork vases in arresting

geometric patterns that provided a series of vibrant new Art Deco images.

He later extended its use into screens and panels, collaborating also with

furniture designers such as jacques-émile ruhlmann (see under Furniture

and Interior Decoration), Jacques *Leleu and eugène printz (see under

Furniture and Interior Decoration) on panels and doors for their cabinetry.

One of Dunand’s associates, Jean *Goulden, became an

outstanding master of the art of champlevé enamelling. His highly

sophisticated objects are simple in shape, with powerful Cubist volumes

and flat planes painted with sharply contrasting enamels in abstract or

representational designs. His preferred metals were gilt-copper, gilt-

bronze, silvered-bronze and sterling silver.

Beyond the French capital, enamelling emerged in the 1920s as a

significant art form in Limoges, known exclusively until then for its

manufacture of porcelain. Camille *Fauré was the town’s pre-eminent

enamel exponent in his creation of dynamic overlapping geometric

patterns applied mostly to vessels and plates. Also in the Limousin region,

Jules Sarlandie and his son Robert as well as the husband-and-wife team

of Alexandre and Henriette Marty applied a largely floral decorative

vernacular to their enamelwares.

various
(opposite) Selection of Modernist clocks and

lamps, including, (top) lamp in chromed 

metal and copper by Marc Erol, issued in an

edition by La Crémaillère, c. 1930; (middle

row) lamp in chromed metal by Gilbert

Rohde, c. 1930; clock in etched glass and

chromed- and painted metal by Gilbert

Rohde, c. 1930; and desk lamp in Bakelite by

Charles Baratelli, manufactured by Polaroid,

c. 1927; and (bottom row) alarm clock in

chromed metal and walnut by Gilbert Rohde,

for the Herman Miller Clock Co., c. 1933; and

desk lamp in chromed and painted metal by

Gilbert Rohde, manufactured by the Mutual-

Sunset Lamp & Manufacturing Co., c. 1933.

unidentified artist
(right) Tea service in brass and copper with

wood handles, manufactured at the

Metallwerkstatt, Bauhaus, Weimar, 1924.

the gorham manufacturing co.
(below) Cocktail service with tray, 1929.
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(left) Women Bathers, oil on canvas, 1929.

(below)w Portrait of the Marquis d’Afflito,

oil on canvas, 1925.
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Irene and her Sister, oil on canvas, 1925. clarice cliff (1899–1972) Cliff was born in Tunstall, Staffordshire, the

fourth of seven children of an iron moulder. She

attended the High Street Elementary School and

Summerbank School in her native town. Her first

job, in 1912, was a three-year apprenticeship as

an enameller at the firm of Lingard Webster &

Co., based at the Swan Pottery in Tunstall. This

she left in 1915 to join Hollingshead & Kirkham

at the Unicorn Pottery, where she developed a

talent for ceramics while in the lithography

department. During these years, her parents

sponsored her attendance at evening classes at

the Tunstall School of Art and the Burslem

School of Art.

With the advent of the First World War, Cliff

left Hollingshead & Kirkham for Burslem-based

A. J. Wilkinson Ltd, which traded as Royal

Staffordshire. There she worked initially in

freehand decoration. Around 1920, Cliff’s

painterly skills were recognized by the

decorating shop manager, who also improved her

modelling skills, which played a major role in her

later success. Cliff exhibited at the 1924 British

Empire Exhibition. After 1925, she was given her

own studio in which to experiment, at the

Newport Pottery – a small pottery purchased by

Wilkinson in 1920, away from the main

production area. 

In 1927, Cliff attended the Royal College of

Art, London, where she enrolled in modelling,

figure composition and life drawing classes. After

a quick trip to Paris, she determined to produce

colourful Modernist designs, and experimented

in secret over the ensuing months. The first of
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Vases decorated with various ‘Bizarre’

patterns, glazed earthenware, 1920s.
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her hand-painted geometric patterns, entitled

‘Bizarre’, was shown to the public in August that

year and quickly established her name within the

industry. Despite initial criticisms that it was

vulgar and too advanced for the market, it sold

briskly and remained in production until 1939.

Further patterns, which proved equally

popular for their eye-catching stylizations and

lightheartedness, were soon forthcoming,

including ‘Crocus’, ‘Diamond’, ‘Mondrian’ and

‘Castellated Circle’. Some of these were

produced on streamlined old Wilkinson forms.

They were followed by newly modelled ones,

including ‘Cone’, ‘Stamford’ and ‘Eton’. Soon a

wide range of new designs and shapes was in

production, offered to the nation’s households

through such upmarket department stores as
Tea service in the ‘Coral Firs’ ‘Bizarre’ pattern,

glazed earthenware, 1920s.

Harrods, Liberty, Waring & Gillow and Selfridges.

In 1930, her most productive year, Cliff was

appointed artistic director at both A. J. Wilkinson

and the Newport Pottery. She experimented

constantly; new patterns included ‘May Avenue’,

‘Orange Roof Cottage’ and ‘Windbells’. In the

mid-1930s, however, sales began to fall off and

some patterns were phased out.

After the Second World War, Cliff

attempted to revive A. J. Wilkinson’s sales,

especially in the USA. One of her first new

designs was ‘Bristol’, in 1948. As consumer tastes

had changed since the war, her designs were

therefore more conservative, their earlier frivolity

and vibrant palette absent. Included among her

new models, in response to customer demand,

was a cup on a larger plate for eating while

watching television. In 1964, following her

husband’s death three years earlier, she sold A. J.

Wilkinson and the Newport Pottery to W. R.

Midwinter Ltd. In 1999, the centenary of her

birth, a major exhibition was staged at the

Wedgwood Visitors’ Centre accompanied by a

new publication on her life and work. To today’s

collector, Cliff’s works epitomize the Art Deco

movement in British ceramics.
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(right) Bedroom exhibited at Lord & Taylor,

New York, 1928; the furnishings in palisander

with wrought-iron mounts; sculpture by

Jacques Lipchitz and carpet by Jean Burkhalter.

(middle left) Armchair with adjustable back,

model MF220; Macassar ebony with leather

upholstery, c. 1922.

(opposite) Selection of furniture, including 

a stool and nesting table in Cuban mahogany,

and ‘La Religieuse’ floor lamp, model SN3 

in metal and alabaster, introduced in 1923

and exhibited at the 1925 Exposition

Internationale, Paris.

(above) Sketch of a daybed and bookcase;

palisander and amourette, exhibited at 

the 1923 Salon d’Automne.

(right) Desk, model MB233; Macassar ebony,

for the living room of a private commission,

c. 1920.
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The Girls, cold-painted and carved ivory

group of chorus line dancers, on an onyx

base, 1920s.
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(below) Semiramis, patinated and cold-

painted bronze and carved ivory on a marble

base, 1920s.

(right) Civa, patinated and cold-painted

bronze and carved ivory on an internally 

lit onyx base, 1920s.
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Nothing is known of Cheuret’s upbringing

beyond his being trained in sculpture by Jacques

Perrin and Georges Lemaître. He participated

regularly at the Salons of the *Société des

Artistes Français from 1907, at some point

establishing his atelier at 11 avenue Franco-

Russe, in Paris. At the 1924 Salon he showed a

pair of ‘Pearl’ sconces, a ‘Pebbles’ floor lamp and

a ‘Bird of Paradise’ chandelier. These, as in many

of his fixtures, were composed of bronze mounts

that housed sharply angled and overlapping

slices of alabaster. At the 1925 *Exposition

Internationale, he occupied stand 33 on the Pont

Alexandre III, listing himself as a

statuaire–décorateur. Included in his display was

a range of bronzeware, of animal and bird figures,

furniture, clocks and a wide variety of light

fixtures – ten examples of which were illustrated

the following year in an issue of Le Luminaire et

les Moyens d’ Éclairage Nouveaux dedicated to

lamps shown at the Exposition.

Cheuret’s designs have an unmistakable

freshness and charm. Beyond light fixtures, he

produced console tables, radiator covers,

pedestals, guéridons, mirrors and mantel clocks.

One of the last-mentioned was strikingly

designed as the head of a Pharaonic dignitary

with flaring coiffure – no doubt in celebration of

Howard Carter’s 1922 discovery of the

Tutankhamun tomb – and is now firmly

established as an Art Deco icon. Other

decorative themes were herons, aloes and cacti.

albert cheuret (fl( . 1907–28)

(above) ‘Paons’ chandelier, patinated bronze

and alabaster, c. 1925.
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(below) ‘Aloès’ chandelier, patinated bronze

and alabaster, c. 1925.

(right) ‘Cigognes’ chandelier, patinated bronze

and alabaster, c. 1925.
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Jean Goulden

(above) Table lamp in silvered-

bronze, champlevé enamel and

opalescent glass, late 1920s.

(right) Clock in silvered-bronze,

champlevé enamel and

marble, 1929.

Charles Gesmar

(opposite) Mistinguett,

lithographic poster, 1917.


